EVA SAHA
HOST, MC & MODERATOR

MEET EVA
Eva Saha is a professional host, emcee, and moderator. She is best known for
having worked as a TV personality on the Emmy Award winning
entertainment show, 190 North, on Chicago’s ABC7. Her natural, warm, and
commanding presence, both on and off-camera, has made her the host of
choice for a variety of in-person and virtual-event clients including Cardinal
Health, Philips Healthcare, Women in IT Awards, and Thomson Reuters.
Eva has interviewed people from all walks of life, including political
consultants James Carville and Mary Matalin; professional athletes Earvin
“Magic” Johnson, Venus Williams and Jim Kelly; actor Michael J. Fox; author
and activist Glennon Doyle; and Bill Nye the Science Guy. Her bright
personality, engaging persona, and interpersonal warmth makes her the
perfect host, emcee, or moderator for any event.

EVA SAHA AS A MODERATOR
Eva is a natural conversationalist who is genuinely curious about her fellow
humans, bringing out the best in your people and your guests.
A formerly practicing accountant and corporate and securities attorney, Eva
brings focus, dedication, and depth to what she refers to as the best job outside
of being a mom. Eva deeply researches each client company, panel topic, and
interview subject, making her level of preparation and customization for
appearances unmatched in the industry.
Eva’s ability to relate to personalities and people of different backgrounds and
cultures enables her to effectively interview and moderate discussions within a
broad range of industries and interests.
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IN ACTION

WHAT PEOPLE ARE
SAYING
"Eva brings out the best in her stage guests with her affable
approach and style. She is a great collaborator with our production
crews and our staff; she frequently suggests ideas for improvement
and she keeps us calm in the most stressful moments. We regard
Eva as an integral part of our team and we highly value her
professionalism, positive attitude and enthusiasm!"
▬ Cardinal Health
"Eva is a tremendously talented host and moderator, and blew me
away with the time and dedication she took prior to the event to
research all of the speakers for introductions, moderated
discussions, and plan the script for the day.

Meet Eva Saha

She brought energy, passion, and fun to our event stage, and the
same to the planning process. I absolutely loved her, the audience
loved her, and the speakers loved her. We were so appreciative of
her efforts, and she went beyond every expectation we had.
Eva is incredible in every way!"
▬ Coastal Carolina University
Eva was exactly who NAWBO needed to usher our community into
the virtual conference experience. She built the excitement and a
warm connection between the speakers and the audience that we
always love at our in-person events. Even though it was our first
time working together, it seemed as though she had always been a
part of our team. She was able to predict what our audience needed
and captured our culture in her work. Outstanding professional!
▬ National Association of Women Business Owners

Million Dollar Round Table (MDRT) 2019
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